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Synopsis

In the aftermath of the Battle of Hancock Station, the crew of the spaceship
Honor Harrington is scattered and reeling. Honor herself is captured by the
Mesan Alignment, a ruthless enemy who has been plaguing the Star
Kingdom of Manticore for years. With Honor in their clutches, the Mesans
believe they have finally dealt a crippling blow to their hated foe.
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But they have underestimated the determination of Honor and her crew.
With the help of her loyal friends and allies, Honor escapes from captivity
and sets out to rebuild her shattered fleet. Together, they must face the
Mesans once and for all, and bring peace to the Star Kingdom.

Review

Starship Honor: Honor in Exile is a thrilling to the Starship Honor series.
Weber's writing is as sharp as ever, and he creates a vivid and exciting
world that readers will love to get lost in. The characters are well-developed
and relatable, and the story is full of twists and turns that will keep readers
on the edge of their seats.

If you're a fan of science fiction, space opera, or adventure, then you need
to read Starship Honor: Honor in Exile. It's a must-read for fans of the
series, and it's sure to please new readers as well.

About the Author

David Weber is a New York Times bestselling author of science fiction and
fantasy novels. He is best known for his Honor Harrington series, which
has sold over 10 million copies worldwide. Weber has also written several
other series, including the Safehold series and the Empire of Man series.

Weber is a graduate of the United States Naval Academy and served as an
officer in the U.S. Navy for five years. He is a member of the Science
Fiction and Fantasy Writers of America and the Authors Guild.
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